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About This Content

Naval Action - L'Hermione is a premium consumable ship

Hermione is Concorde-class frigate. She ferried General Lafayette to the United States in 1780 for support to the Americans in
the American Revolutionary War.

It's a beautiful ship, one of the most agile and powerful in its class.

Ship stats
Guns - 46

Crew - 280

About premium consumable vessels.
Premium ships cannot be captured by players or traded. You can request this vessel from the admiralty once a day as long as you
dont have the same vessel already in your docks. You will be able to request the frame and planking wood type when ordering a

ship. Admiralty requests for this ship will be completed instantly.

Imported DLC ships are perfect if you just want to jump into action quickly, ignoring hauling of resources, just buy guns,
repairs and you are good to go.

DLC will appear in your redeemable list after you dock to any port.
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Title: Naval Action - L'Hermione
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Game-Labs
Publisher:
Game-Labs
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64 bit Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Core i5-4570 3.2 GHz or AMD Phenom(tm) II X4 B60 3.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 1GB or AMD Radeon HD 6850 1GB (must support shader 5 model)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: 32bit OS versions is not supported

English
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naval action l'hermione

no tennis! D: the only reason i got it is tennis. I bought this game on Steam after recalling it from many years ago, so it was, to
some extent, bought to appease my nostalgia. I remembered correctly that the game could be difficult at times.

 However, if you have a walkthrough at hand to give you a hand (should you find yourself having overlooked some miniscule
detail), the game should be fairly easy to traverse and take about seven hours to complete. However, I think that while $10USD
could usually be considered a reasonable price for 7 hours of entertainment, in the case of a game that is 14 years old, I think
$5USD seems a more justifiable figure, so it's best you buy this on sale.

 Besides those points, the game itself is excellent. The story is very compelling (based on a novel, in fact), and if you are
someone who likes to consider the details and likes some intellectual stimulus, this game has a lot of it. The characters all have..
character, with some quality voice acting (except for that one kid who is voiced by an adult..). The game has some beautiful
music - though not enough of it, and you'll hear the same pieces many times. The set pieces are quite good for their time and
still adequate today, however you'll find some glitching of character placement onscreen if playing on a widescreen monitor, as
the game wasn't made with playing on one in mind. Also bear in mind that while this story technically has a happy ending in that
everything is resolved and the evil ones are given justice, there is some gruesome backstory and there are many innocent and not-
so-innocent people who get killed. It's an intellectually stimulating story; but despite that, murder remains murder, and this won't
be something to help you sleep at night. There are several extremely ugly sides of human nature shown in this game.

 Overall, I recommend this game, but bear in mind that it can be difficult (have a walkthrough handy), visually slightly glitchy
on widescreen, and actually very sad.

EDIT: Having read some other reviews, I would like to clarify some points.
Firstly, since I had some prior experience of the game (though never having completed it), my playtime may be less than
expected. Maybe 10-15 hours is a more realistic figure. The quoted 25 hours on the story page is difficult to believe, unless you
really take your time.
 Secondly, the puzzles in this game are logical and sufficient clues are (almost) always about somewhere. I would still
recommend a walkthrough, as some details are easily overlooked (a footprint here or there, in particular, though the quizzes
tended to have a question or two that I might get wrong, too), and sometimes spending too much time trying to figure out a
puzzle is just a waste of time. Does having to sometimes rely on a walkthrough this mean the game was badly designed to begin
with? Perhaps. Does it mean it isn't worth playing? Not really. You should still be able to complete 95% of the game by
yourself.
 Thirdly, I found the UI perfectly usable, though I agree that movement is awfully clunky.. For those who look at this game and
relate it to limbo, the art style is the same and thats about it. I really wanted to like this game but there is just too much wrong
with it for me to be able to.

The puzzles are mostly solved either by trial and error or walking into blackness only to reveal a hidden switch, and the
platforming is very awkward. Your character has no ability to move forward watsoever. You simply meander in the direction
that you want to go. There is no sprint, no walk faster, and no gradual speed increase.

I wanted a story. Limbo doesn't have any text and the true meaning is open for interpretation, but it communicates enough
through the environment that the story develops itself. It gives us enough to make us wonder, but never enough to give us an
answer. This game blatantly wears the motive on its sleeve: Big guy takes your friends, Rescue them. Thats all.

Limbo feels more fluid: you start moving slowly but gradually gain speed, so taking a running start helps with long jumps. What
really ruined this though is the jumping. Your character can jump almost four times its height. This would justify being able to
move slightly faster than a turtle with a broken foot.

TL;DR
I really wanted to like this game, a spiritual successor to Limbo seemed like exactly my cup of tea, but its just too awkward to
play and lacks enough story to be any more than a standard platformer puzzler with the same art style and a few more colors
added in.. The only difference between this and Hitman Blood Money is 10 years! But seriously grab this on discount if you like
the early Hitman games.. Have you ever wanted to be in control of your own park filled with dinosaurs? Maybe even fight a few
dinosaurs along the way? Well that is exactly what ARK Park attempts to bring to your virtual reality fingertips. From the first
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few moments of the tutorial, this game displays enormous potential. Being guided by a robot dragonfly that talks you through
the basic mechanics of the game and how the park operates was like a step into the future. The “Park Lobby” was one of the
most fun areas of the entire game because it consisted of several holographic dinosaurs that can be tossed around or interacted
with. This game is clearly designed for teleportation gameplay, which should be emphasized before you choose the other option,
which is touch to move. There is a lot of traveling long distances and the speed that touch-to-move travels is infuriatingly slow.
You are locked in this form of movement until you exit all the way out of the main menu and reload the game.

Once you get past the tutorial however, the game loses a bit of momentum and not to mention the dragonfly guide disappears.
There is no real direction as to what to do in this game even though it is relatively linear. You go to a location, gather its
resources, discover several new species of dinosaurs and then return to base camp. You can use those materials to build items
and use the “genes” you collect from the dinosaurs to unlock said items. That is about half of the gameplay summed up. The
other half other gameplay is a wave based tower defense where you kill dinosaurs that are trying to destroy your tower. If you
beat the level you unlock the next one and gain some materials as well (and a dinosaur egg if you are lucky). This gameplay does
get rather monotonous after a while, but the visuals certainly do not. Getting to feed your first triceratops apples and hatch them
out of an egg is always an amazing part of this game, but once they are fully grown there is not much to do with them. It really is
lacking an open world element that only feels necessary for a game where you are raising dinosaurs on an island. And raising the
dinosaurs takes absurdly long hours at times, which must be spent in game. A big downside considering the dinosaurs are
relatively purposeless and are solely meant to look cool in your home base.

That being said, this game is still very enjoyable at times. You can teleport to several different “Explore” locations, but once you
see them once the effect of them is worn off a decent amount. Luckily there is a good number of places to explore so there are
plenty of dinosaurs to find. There are in-world events that happen when you are exploring the locations that make the game very
exciting and immersive, and I was constantly wanting more of them. For example, when riding in a jeep you speed under the
legs of a Branchiosaurus and then get chased by an angry Gigantasaurus as you physically glance behind you and scan their
heads to gather DNA. The cinematic sequences with interactive elements are definitely a highlight of this game and make it
entertaining. I think this game would have been a lot more successful if they had dedicated it solely to the exploring option
where you gather resources, find dinosaurs, and then using that research to raise dinosaurs. The tower defense feels relatively
out of place in this game and purposeless. You are shooting dinosaurs in one area of the park, but then observing them in their
natural habitat in another. This makes the battle section feel more like a mini game and not part of the actual game itself. Not to
mention that the tower defense is very difficult to beat and the dinosaurs do not even pay attention to you shooting them, but
instead only attack your tower. There is pretty much zero replayability in this area of the game, however, because once you beat
the level there is no reason to return to it.

The new DLC Pterosaur adds some great new visuals, but more of the same gameplay This DLC adds three new explore
environments and one new battle environment. The gameplay may remain the same, but the visuals make it very refreshing and
these new explore environments are very impressive. The hot air balloon ride is another mesmerizing cinematic experience with
interactive moments. It was pretty outstanding to float through the sky and have dinosaurs of all sizes peak inside the cart to
inspect it. The ride is very slow, which was nice the first time through, but its novelty wears off fast. The battle environment on
the other hand is not as impressive. I desperately wanted to love flying on the back of the pterodactyl, but I found it nearly
unplayable. You control the direction the dinosaur flies by tilting your headset around, so quick turns are not possible and if you
bump one object you die instantly. It reiterates my point that this game’s efforts should be spent in its explore section and not
the battle section. My biggest issue with this game is that you can’t really interact with the dinosaurs very much. Once they are in
your home base area the only thing you can do is ride them or feed them an apple. And when you ride the triceratops it follows a
predestined path and you have no control.

Overall, this game lacks an element of user interaction with the dinosaurs that would have really set it apart from other games.
All of the actions in this game feel peripheral because most of the game is spent observing the dinosaurs from a distance and not
doing anything with them. It does have a strong spectacle appeal as you traverse through a park inhabited by dinosaurs out of
their cages. The visual aspect and cinematic experiences of this game are its saving point and certainly pick up some of the slack
that the gameplay leaves behind. I found myself physically ducking and jolting back as dinosaurs swooped down at me or
charged at me. The small moments where it felt like I was actually inside the park and experiencing life with the dinosaurs were
a saving grace for this game. Regardless, this game has a pretty hefty price tag when you consider the actual content of the game
loses a certain amount of charm after the first play through.
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if it had keybinding instead of the garbage keybinds you are locked into. if they just coppied world of warcrafts feel it could've
been a brilliant 2d top down. prac healing in downtime little game. but nope its fkn potatoe. fk i woulda even payed 5-10 for
that.. Whilst I enjoy LOGistICAL as a whole, I do not feel I can recommend this version of it.

LOGistICAL: Chile is, according to the store page, "a nice easier addition to the LOGistICAL series." I would disagree with
that statement. The Chile map is large and long, and even at maximum speed, feels slow. This is especially the case when
attempting to complete the islands to the west of the map, which are not so much challenging as they are frustrating.

Were you interested in LOGistICAL, I would recommend instead the base game, which includes a good tutorial island; or the
Italian map. The nature of LOGistICAL: Chile means is does not show the game at its strength, but instead highlights many of
its weaker aspects. After roughly 20 hours with it (most of which was spent whilst listening to the radio or idly browsing the
internet), all I could see was the weaknesses and poor points of the game; which felt like a huge shame. Whilst I recommend the
base LOGistICAL game, I cannot recommend LOGistICAL: Chile.. If you're a fan of their previous game series, Bit Trip, you
will love the two hours it will take you to complete all of the levels. Fantastic music and visuals, supported by it's mechanics
really make you feel part of the music. However, it is extremely short, and this really is what makes it not worth its price at all.
It should be a quarter of the price it is demanding. There is no reason for having a score in this, it doesn't give you anything
extra when you do nail a perfect level. As soon as you start getting a feel for its mechanics..it ends, that's it, no more content,
just re-do the levels if you wish.
I'll be asking for a refund, there are plenty of other games for the same price that are just as great but with quadruple the
content. I really suggest waiting for a sale of atleast 60% off.. One of the most innovative of its genre. You play against yourself
- as you move for both players. The possibilities of replaying are awsome and the stroy is quite immersing. If You have a few
spare bucks buy it and have lots and lots of fun.. Dont worth time downloading.. Fun game, great updates. I'd buy it again.. Very
interesting puzzle game.
Main goal - to save the dodos from the certain death, but you can't control them - they are running forward, dying from savages,
thorns and other dangers of this wild world. Also you cannot use some magical items to solve that puzzles. But there is a
interesting way for doing this.
The game's screen splitted into a number of squire blocks, usually in 3x3 grid. Each block have some "terrain" piece in it, and
the lines of blocks are "circled": if the dodo will run to the left it will appear from the right side, if the savage will fall down - it
will continue his falling from the up.
Player have ability to rotate this lines of blocks vertically or horisontally, changing landscape of the mission. Sounds simple, but
some mission are quite challenging. I cleared only first word so far, but it was fun.

So the game is:
- fun;
- cheap;
- have cards;
- have active support;
- have good achievments (not that "win that boring campaing by all the races" from DoW2")
and worth it full price.. I dare you to mark diagonally ^^. Sorry but this game is worse than the hurricane that blew up my home
town.. the controls are unresponsive at times waiting for pointless animations to resolve. voice acting and writing is cringy

the game is okay with some strategy and but significant reliance on luck to get through the later levels.

Its not a bad game but its mediocre. The art and production value are pretty good though
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